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The Potential of Demonstration Teaching as a Component for
Teacher Preparation and Staff Development Programs
Joyce Putnam and Betty Johns

The primary purpose of this article is to discuss the use of demonstration
in teacher education programs.

To avoid duplication with other works (e.g.

,

Putnam, 1984), we will not comment on its role in microteaching or
observational training models, nor will we describe its application in protocol
materials.

Rather, the discussion will emphasize demonstration's potential in

teacher preparr,tion and staff development programs and the practical problems
assnciated with its use.

They serve (1) to illustrate

Demonstrations have multiple functions.

teacher inPtructional bEha7iors or thinking and decision processes related to
planning and reflection; (2) as a step in the development of desired telching
behaviors; (3) to illuJtrate how to assess cognitive processing skills of
pupils; (4) az illustration of the integration of theoretical, research and
practical knowledge; (5) as at. opportunity for candidates or professors to

critically question the rationale for use of and/or the effects of ideas
demonstrated; (6) to develoo professor credibility; and, (7) as a means for
professors to explore ideas and remain current about pupils.
In teacheL education programs, two types of demonstrations illustrate
aspects of the teaching-leamv.ng process.
symbolic and perceptual demonstrations.

Young (1969) distinguishes between
Symbolic demonstrations are written or

verbal illustrAtions of instructional procedures.
are visual enactments of teaching praczices.

Perceptual demonstrations

Generally, both have consisted of

live, filmed, or videotaped illustrations of teaching methods.
BACKGROUND
Perceptual and ..,ymbrilic forms of demonstrations have teen the subject of

numerous research studie.

Koran (1969) used films of teaching skills as
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demonstrations and found highly significant improvements in 121 interns' skills.
Snow and McDonald (1971) compared the effects

written and videotaped

demonstrations on the development of instructional skills, while the work of Martin
and Fanslow (1980) included an investigation of the effectiveness of live versus

videotded demonstrations of laboratory teaching strategies in home economics.
These two studies like many others, (e.g., Bandura and Walters, 1963; Borg, Kelly,

Langer and Gail, 1970; Joyce and Weil, 1972; Garten and Hudson, 1975; and Thompson,
1979) examined the use of demonstration in combination with other training
procedures.

Because these combinations differed across studies, there is no

conclusive evidence that one type of demonstration is better than another.

However,

results of these studies suggest that training programs incorporating demonstl-ation

are more effective than those which exclude it.
This conclusion is supported by the work of others.

tfter reviawing more than

200 studies, Joyce and Showers (1983) developed a training model containing the
following components:
feedback; and coaching.

presentation of theory; demonstration of skills; practice;
Demonstration, like the other components, was selected for

the modrA because of its frequent involvement in successful training programs.
Another training model including demonstration was designed by Putnam, Roehler,
and Duffy (1986).

This training model, developed over five years, was used in an

intervention research project (TEP) which resulted in pupils from classrooms of
trratec4 teachers achieving significant gains in both achievement and awarenes

In

compared with pupils from control classrooms (Roehler, Duffy, Putnam, Book, Meioth.
Sivan, 1986).

The training model wp_s divided into three phases.

Phase one is the

identification cf problems that all participants agree need resolution (shared
ownership).

In rap, the problem identified was a needed improvement in reading

scores of low group readers.

Phase two F.ocuses on studying the problem, designing

an intervention and contracting wtth participants.

5

Phase three involves the
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implementation of the intervention plan.
phase had five steps:

In the 'LEP pro.:.2ct, the intervention

1) presentation of an idea and its underlying rationale;

2) demonstration of the idea; 3) guided practice; 4) providiro_; feedback and
coaching; and 5) independent practice with self evs' tation.

This phr.se of the

TEP training model, like the one designed by Joyce and Showers, emphasizes the
use of demonstration as one step.

Nowever, the TEP model focuses on

demonstration of preactive, interactive and poscactive teaching behaviors not
just as an illustration of interactive methods.

Within this project,

demonstration topics fell into four categories:

1) teacher thinking while

planning lessons with explicit instruction, 2) interactive instructional
methods, 3) teacher/pupil interaction techniques, and 4) teacher thinking while
reflecting on a lesson just taught and the use of reflective data.
Demonstrations were usee in this project to both illustrate new information,
and to create dissonance when teachers incorrectly felt they were accurately
ttansferring an idea to their practice.

Further explanation of the types of

demonstrations used in this project are provided later in this article.
The recognition of demonstrations' value as a training component for both
preservice and inservice teachers led to its inclv.sion in other programs.

For

example, teachers had opportunities to Eee demonstrations of various teaching
methods in traditional inservice sessions.

Specific approaches to teaching,

such as the conductifig of classroom meetings (Glasser, 1969) and the presenting
of infotmar:ion in social studies lessons (Taba, 1969) were incorporated into

staff develoument programs.

The use of demonstrations in staff development

sessions, became moze popular with the influx of Instructional Theory Into
Practice (ITIP) workshopn.

ITIP Workshops based upon Madeline Hhnter's (1984)

science of teaching, are desigaed to familiarize inservice teachers with cause
and effect relationships derived from thez.ry and from reser-rch on r-whing and

6
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learning.

Johns (1986) studied one of these workshops and found that the

trainer's purpose in using demonstrations was to provid:1 teachers with concrete

examples of the techniques to be transferred to classroom practice.
criticized three aspects of the workshop demonstrations.
underlying the ideas demonstrated were not highlighted.

Johns

First, the principles
Second, demonstrations

involved teachers playing the role of pupils as they also did in what stood for
guided practice.

Third, all ideas demonstrated were presented as discrete

compartmeatalized teaching techniques.
the techniques.

Johns found almost all teachers tfied

She also found that teachers who used them only briefly

stopped because they felt they were not appropriately reinforced.

Additionally, she found that teachers who continued to use the techniques had
previous exposure to the ideas or better pupil responses.

Johns concluded that

contrary to the trainer's perception, successful transfer required an
understanding of the underlying principles.

A second conclusion was that

demonstrations in this project contributed only to the transfer of technical
skills and then only for some teachers.

Finally, she concluded that despite

problems, demonstrations did contribute to the teachers' transfer of ideas to
their own practice and length of use in another program.
In general, educators believe that demonstrating aspects of the
teaching-learning process facilitates the transfer of demonstrated behaviors to
the observers' teaching practice.

Although this belief is supported by

research on training, educators cannot precisely specify the contributions
demonstration makes to establishing new behaviors.

Putn..m (1984) and Putnam

and Johns (1986) attempted to address this issue in studies focusing on the
content of demonstrarions, their perceived contcibutions, benefits, and
Limitations.
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In the initial investigation, Putnam (1984) found that five different
demonstration techniques were used by professors within teacher preparation
program.

One instruction used videotaped lessons to illustrate differences in

teaching skills, concepts and principles.
accompanied these demonstrations.

Pre and postbriefing sessions

A second instructor used a series of 20 to

60 live demonstrations to illustrate preactive, interactive and postactive
teacher behaviors accompanied by briefing sessions.

A third provided a series

of five to ten live demonstrations illustrating isolated instructional
methods.

A fourth used a single live demonstration to illustrate differences

in pupil thinking (e.g., Piagetian tasks, science concepts) coupled with

briefin3 session:

The fifth used a series of eight to ten live demonstrations

to illustrate the teacher's need for subject matter knowledge.
Putnam found that these approaches represented two different philosophical
positions held by the teacher educators doing the demonstrations.

One set of

educators saw their role as teaching a series of methods and the role of
teacher as a master technician.

These professors demonstrated specific

teaching techniques in isolation from other instructional variables such as
planning and pupils.

Putnam found that when preservice teachers viewed

demonstrations which emanated from this philosophical perspective, they saw
teaching as implementing isolated lessons with the most important aspect of the
instructional process being that of selecting an interesting activity.

The

second approach to demonstration emanated .Erom a perspective that took into
consideration relationships among various aspects of the instructional
process.

Demonstrations entailed illustrations of different decisions and

evaluation of instrlh.:ion,
processes involved in planning, implementation, and

including pupil needs and abilities.

Teacher educators holditg this

perspective, reported their role as helping preservice trachers understand how
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their subject matter related to the learning and instruction processes.

Putnam

also found that preservice teachers, who viewed demonstrations by professors
holding this point of view, saw teaching presented to them as a decision making
process which inclnded adapting curriculum and instrilction to tLe needs of
students.

Finally, Putnam (1984) found that teacher educators and teacher candidates
both preferred live demonstrations over all other types.

Putnam found teacher

educators preferred live demonstrations because they could try new methods and
get valid feedbac1.- from pupils.

However, teacher educators spent more time on

planning and instruction in courses that inC.uded demonstrations than in
courses without demonstrations.

Putnam also found that professors did not

think the extra effort was rewurded, even though they felt the benefits, such
as increased credibility and opportunities to explore, outweighed the
limitations.

were accurate.

Other findings indicate that the teacher educators' perceptions
Both pre- and inservice teachers reported that after watching

teacher educator demo.l.strations, they saw them as credible models.

The

findings also indicated that preservice teachers preferred live demonstratiors
because they saw how management and organization was handled, how the
demonstrator dealt with the contextual disruptions, and how the emotional
responses of pupils changed during the lesson.
In the second study, Putnam and Johns (1986) investigated preservice and
inservice teachers' perceptions of demonstrations.

preservice teachers and 60 inservice teachers.

They surveyed 150

The responses of the preservice

and inservice teachers were classified into one of two groups.

The fit group of preservice and inservice teachers (primarily inservice)
valued 'Ave demonstrations of teaching methods imm,Idiately applicable to
classroom practiceF.

They reported preferences for demonstrators who possessed

The Potential of Demonstration
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practical rather than theoretical knowledge of teaching.

Memb.Irs of this group

reported that during observations they focused on 1) the instructional style of
the demonstrator, 2) the pupils' affective responses to the lesson, and 3) the
organizational and management procedures that they felt were critical for a
smooth implementation of the activity.

Members classified in this group

indicated they were likely to transfer the demonstrated activity to che

own

practice when 1) they observed that the pupils liked it, 2) it fit their
personal teaching style, 3) the idea did not create management problems or
disrupt currently established systems, 4) all materials were provided for them
to use, and 5) someone observing them trying the demonstrated behavior would
evaluate and provide feedback on their performance.
to transfer,

Other factors contributing

were similarities between the teachers' situations (e.g.,

content, grade level) and the demonstration.

Putnam and Johns (1986) stated that inservice and preservice teachers
classified in the second group (primarily preservice) valued demonstrations
that illustrated 1) connections between theory and practice, 2) pupil learning
processes, and 3) information processing and decision making relative to
preactive, interactive and pcstactive teaching processes.

They found members

of this group focused their attention, during observations and briefing
sessions, on the 1) matches between content, method and pupils' needs, 2)
pupils' cognitive responses, 3) teacher and pupil interactions, 4) principles
underlying the ideas demonstrated, and 5) the information processed and
decisions made by the demonstrator.

Putnam and Jrhns found these teachers were

most likely to transfer ideas to their own practice when they understood the
underlying principles.

The understanding was seen as necessary for making

personal adapations without losing the intended effects of the demonstrated
idea.

10
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Putnam and Johns (1986) therefore concluded that during demonstrations
some
teacher educators, preservice teachers and inservice teachers focused on
aspects of the teaching and learning process (e.g., a single method) while
others were concerned with understanding relationships in the teaching/learning
process.

Whether there is a relationship between the philosophical view held

by teacher educators and those expressed by their students is not kno,rn.

There

is some research comparing beliefs and values held by preservice teachers at
the time they complete their training with corresponding beliefs and values
held by faculty members in their professional education program (Freeman,
1984).

Findings indicate that these relations are likely to be strongest when

faculty aLe consistent in their ratings of the importance of individual beliefs

and in their descriptions of how program graduates should respond to each
belief statement.

In the study by Putnam and Johns (1986), the majority of

inservice teachers were in the group that focused on a method, while preservice
teachers fell primarily in the principles group.

Putnam and Johns (1986)

reported that inservice teachers had been involved in traditional staff
development activities focused on technical use of methods while preservice
teachers were involved in a tightly coordinated undergraduate teacher
preparation program that focused on teacher decision making.

This promising

finding suggests that there may be clear relations between a program's goals,

what participants focus on during demonstrations, and what they transfer to
practice.

However, further investigation is needed to determine if these

relationships exist in other teacher preparation programs.

Problems Related to the Use of Demonstrations
The literature reflects numerous problems that must be faced by teacher
educators using demonstration.

First and foremost, demonstrations take more

time than is required from teacher educators not doing demonstrationa.
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example, extra time is needed to gain access to elementary and secondary
pupils.

This requires contacts in schools, time to develop relationships with

administrators and teachers, and the transporting of observers to a school
site, all in addition to planning for the demonstration lessons.

To assure

that this extra time is a worthwhile investment, we need to know more about the
contributions demonstrations make.

Until now, demonstrations were studied

primarily as part of a series of activities, without focusing on identifying
those critical elements whict foster intended outcomes.

.",nother problem is our

inability to predict accurately what messages are received by observers.

Teacher educators who are aware that unintended messn -r misinterpretations
can cause problems in transfer, can check for under:

sessions and monitor classroomapplications.

during debriefing

Directly related to this is the

problem of why some people do not transfer demonstrated ideas to their own
practice.

To further improve the use of demonstrations, an understanding of

those factors contributing to their nonuse or misuse is needed.

Perhaps the most critical problem related to demonstration is that it has
been used primarily to illustrate teaching techniques and methods.

The

literature is virtually silent on the use of demonstration to illustrate the
full range of information processin

and teacher decision making.

For

demonstration's potential to be rea...ized, teacher educators must expand their

concept of demonstration's role ir the acquisition of knowledge and transfer to
practice.

Realizing the Potential of Demonstration
We feel that to realize full potential, a demonstration plan must minimally
consider 1) the ideas to be demonstrated, 2) the teaching pr,..cess, 3) the

nature of transfer, and 4) the anticipated and unanticipated observcr
reactions.

Consideration of any of these factors alone results in instruction

12
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that is not connected to the observers, needs or the teacher educators,
expect'A outcomes.

To facilitate teacher educators realizing the full

potential of demonstration, we propose a two dimensional instructional planning
model.

Planning_for Demonstrations
This discussion of the planning model is based on several assumptions.
First, demonstrations contribute to the successful transfer of ideas to
practice.

Second, preservice and inservice teachers need an opportunity.for

pre- and postobservation briefings.

Third, demonstrations are used by teacher

educators as one strategy along with many others.

Fourth, teacher educators

must teach observers to distinguish betwcm critical elements and elements
which are merely style or preferences.

Finally, observers and demonstrators

must collectively question the value, purpose and outcomes related to what is
demonstrated.

The two dimension model we propose is based on the three phases of the
teaching process and the nature of transfer expected of observers.

The first

dimension of the model is the teaching process and tncludes preactive,
interactive and postactive behavior.

Demonstrations of the preactive phase

include information processing and decision making related to developing unit
and daily plans.

Demonstrations of the interactive phase include the

implementation of lesson plans and the information processing and interactive
decisions made during actual instruction.

Postactive demonstrations include

the reflective information processing and decision making that is done after
instruction is completed.

The second dimension of the model consists of three types of transfer:
initial; horizontal; and vertical.

Initial transfer, being the process

observers go throtgh as they learn about an idea and put it in prarire.

13
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example, a teacher educator might present a series of demonstrations on how to
plan and teach a basic word attach skill using a basal reading text.

These

would focus on a single skill until obserwirs successfully use the process.
The purpose in repeating these demonstrations is to clarify the process and
,liminate confusion about critical variables.

The second type is horizontal

Observers expected to make horizontal transfer focus their

transfer.

observations on identifying the factors within the idea that must be changed
and those that need to remain intact for the expected pupil outcomes to be
reached.

These observations highlight the similarities and differences of

particular ideas in similar situations.

For example, a teacher educator next

demonstrates how to plan and teach reading comprehension (different strand)
lessons again using the basal:

The observer would look for adaptations

resulting from the change from one type of knowledge to another.

Finally,

vertical transfer occurs when observers transfer a familiar idea to a new and
different situation.

Vertical transfer requires additional adaptations in the

idea and in related teaching behaviors.

For example, a demonstrator could

illustrate how to teach a sixth grade pupil how to read using commercial
magazines.

Here the observers focus on 1) adaptations in planning as the cues

in the teacher's guide no longer exist, and 2) those factors which must change
and those that must remain the same if the lesson outcomes are to be
successful.

Demonstration at this level highlights similarities and

differences in the use of previous knowledge in new situations.
The two dimensional model for planning demonstrations can be illustratel in
a 3 x 3 matrix which shows the relationship of the teaching process to the type
of transfer (Table 1).

While unresearched, the underlying principles of this

model eminate from the research on teaching literature.

Rosenshine and Stevens

(1986) point out that three teaching functions, demonstrati,m. guided practice

14
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and independent practice, form the instructional core.

Further, effective

demonstrations include: 1) clarity of goals and main points, 2) step-by-step
presentations, 3) specific and concrete procedures, and 4) checking for
students' understandings.

Use of the two dimensional planning model

contributes to teacher educators becoming explicit about what they expect
observers to learn to do and what level of transfer is required so that they
can make demonstrations as effective as possible.

Insert Table 1 About Here

The planning model has,three planning phases:

1) Initial Planning, 2)

Planning Aspects of Demonstrations, and 3) Planning for the Preobservation and
Postobservation Briefing Sessions (Table 2).

In Phase I or initial planning,

planning, teacher educators make four preactive decisions:

(1)

mine which

concepts, principles and methods are best illustrated through demonstration;
(2) determine which preactive, interactive and/or postactive elements of the
concepts, principles and/or methods could be demonstrated; (3) decide what will
actually be demonstrated; and, (4) determine the level of transfer expected of
observers.

In Phase II when teacher educators plan the demonstrations

themselves, they make three additional decisions:

(1) select the demonstration

concept or principle, (2) identify specific elements that should be
illustrated, and (3) identify linkages with pupils' prior knowledge that are
suggested by the purposes of the demonstration.

In the third phase, planning

for briefing sessions, three additional decisions are made:

1) detelmine links

between demmistration content and prior lectures, course readings, or
demonstrations, 2) identify points observers will be told in prenb-Prvation
sessions including what they are to look for, and 3) select krly elements to be
processed duLing debriefings.

115
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Use of this model facilitates teacher educator processing of information
about what to demonstrate, what teaching process needs to be illustrated, and
the narare of transfer that is desired.

Insert Table 2 About Here

Use of Demonstration Planninz_Hodel
The following is an illustration of the nature of information processed and
the decisions which are made when the demonstration planning model is used.

It

is based on planning for demonstrations occurring in the Teacher Explanation
(TEP research project (Roehler, et.al., 1986).

A problem researchers in this

project faced was getting teachers to acquire changes in instructional behavior
at an appropriate level quickly so that pupils could benefit from the changed
instruction within one school year.

The intended changes included asking

teachers to 1) view reading skills as strategies, 2) think of reading as a
strategic reader, 3) respond spontaneously to the restructuring of students'
thinking in the process of interacting with them, 4) insure that all students
acquired a working level of metacogntive awareness, 5) provide suitable
assistance in response to pupils' difficulties, and 6) insure that the pupils
developed an understanding of how to use strategies in real text.
The team selected the ideas that could best be taught through demonstration
(Phase I, Decision One).

They decided it was possible to illustrate how to:

(a) evaluate material presented in basal text; (b) select the skills that could
be changed to processes; (c) change a skill to a process; (d) intrudilcrt and

teach a process to pupils; and, (e) identify differences between pup;lNI
responses to traditional basal text questions and responses to quesri-ns
related to strategic reading process outcomes.

16
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identified the relevant teaching process for each of the ideas to be
Decision Two).

dem,Instrated (Phase

For example, evaluating text, selecting

skill, and developing the strategic process were preactive information
processing; introducing the process to pupils was an interactive process; and
reflecting on pupil responses made during the lesson was a postactive ptocess.
The team then selected those things they felt were essential to demonstrate
(Phase I, Decision Three) (See Table 3).

They, additionally, decided that all

three teaching processes would be illustrated in each demonstration sessidn.
This decis4on was based on the belief that it is necessary :or teachers to

understand the relationship of principles to planning, and to teaching and
pupil interactions.

At the start of the project, expectations were that

participants would be making initial transfer of the ideas to their practice
(Phase I, Decision Four).

At this point, the researchers' planning entered Fhase II, that of planning
specific aspects of a demonstration.

They decided that during the initial

transfer demonstrations, they would highlight the variables necessary for
teacher decision making.

They planned to illustrate the use of underlying

principles in planning, in handling deadends encountered when changing basal
skills to strategic processes and in introductig and teaching the process to
pupils (Phase II, Decision One).

They decided that the teachers' thinking

processes were the most critical elements to focus on during all initial
Finally, it was decided that

transfer demonstrations (Phase II, Decision Two).

the most important information to be collected was how pupils processed the
information being taught (Phase II, Decision Three).

To facilitate transfer,

demonstrators and teachers taught pupils at the same grade level using the same
basal text materials.

Finally, researchers completed Phase III of

model just prior to each demonstration session.

r11,-> planning

This allowed for data from

17
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researchers, classroom observations of teachers, initial transfer efforts to be
incorporated into the d-aonstration and pre/postbriefing sessions.

For

example, observations by i.esearchers indicated that teachers were unaware at

first that pupils gave incorrect responses to their new questions.

Thus,

attention was given to teacher-pupil interactions when the problem was
occurring.

Once teachers were able to plan and implement a lesson similar to those
demonstrated, the focus of the demonstrations changed to promoting ho.1-Lzoilta1
transfer.

The frpcus changed from demonstrating how to select a skill similar

to those demonstrated (e.g., decoding) to selecting skills of other iypes
(e.g., comprehension).
demonstrated.

Once again, all three teaching processes were

Pre/postbriefing sessions focused on teachers' abilities to

identify factors critical to teaching a strategic process versus those that
related to style, topic, oz traditional skills.

Again, the same process was

followed as for the initial transfer demonstration (See
Table 3).

Once teachers were able to make horizontal transfers, the

researchers focused on vertical transfer of knowledge.

Here the focus was on

using the strategies taught in reading to the reading of other school
materials.

Again, the preactive, inceractive and postactive teaching processes

were demonstrated and planning proceeded as in the previous steps (See Table 3
for examples of decisions).

The primary mode of demonstration for all three phases was perceptual.
Symbolic (written, audiotape) demonstrations were used when an idea was first
being introduced and when further explicitness was needed for the teachers to
compare appropriate applications with inappropriate applications.

18
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

As 4n the intervention research project described above, we have considered
the use of demonstration as a means to show preservice or inservice teachers
how to do something.

In this project, understanding the underlying principles

in all three of the related teaching processes was important.

However,

demonstration can also be used to raise critical questions about practice.

Teacher educators who do demonstrations in schools can help to create a
valuable tension between outcomes of current practices and the potential of
theoretical or research based ideas.

This will challenge teacher caneolats to

reflect on tha principles underlying current practices and to contrar,t these
principles with other ideas..

Preservice and/or inservide teachers frequently receive collegial messages
signaling that "real teachers" do not believe professors really know what will
work in schools.

But, professors who demonstrate in schools build credibility

for themselves and for the ideas they present.

Additionally, we have found

that professors value teaching elementary and secondary pupils because it

provides opportunities to check the validity of ideas in the real work
setting.

Demonstrations also provide both preservice and inservice teachers

with the opportunity to observe the types of decisions teachers face daily.

Consequences of these decisions can be observed and deliberations about them
can occur during debriefing sessions.

While demonstration has been used primarily to illustrate technical
applications, some educators are using demonstrations to roster the critical
study of teaching.

Demonstration's contribution to the study of teaching needs

further exploration.

Further study of this instructional method is needed.

As teacher educators

gain information about the technique, they can apply it to its fullest

19
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potential.

Questions that need to be considered if our concept is to expand

and our use become more effective, include: 1) Row often should demonstrations
be used? 2) What are the critical characteristics of an effective
demonstration? and 3) How much information can be acquired from a single
demonstration?

20
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Table 1.

Demonstration Plannin
Types of Transfer

Model:

Teachin
Initial

Process and T es of Transfer
Horizontal

Teaching Process
1.

Preactive

2.

Interactive

3.

Postactive
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Vertical
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Table 2
Decision Makiug Phases:
Planning for the Use of Demonstrations as an
Instructional Technique in Teacher Education

PHASE I: Initial Planning

Decision One:

For which of the concepts, principles or methods included in
course would demonstrations be the best instructional method?

Decision Two:

What are the preactive, interactive and/or postactive
elements of the particular concepts, principle or method
being demonsrrated?

Decision Three:

Which of the preactive, interactive, and/or postactive
elements will actually be demonstrated?

Decision Four:

What level of transfer will observers be expected to make for
each of the elements to be demonstrated?

PHASE II: Planning Aspects of Demonstration

Decision One:

What are the specific elements of the concept, principle, or
method to be demonstrated?

Decision Two:

What are the critical elements of the concept, principle, or
method that must be attended to durirL, the demonstration?

Decision Three:

When demonstrations include elementary or secondary pupils,
what connections must be made to pupils' current knowledge
and what data does the demonstrator wish to collect during
teaching?

PHASE III: Planning for the Preobservation and
Postobservation Briefings

Decision One:

Decision Two:

What connections must be made to observers' current
knowledge?
What should observers attend to during the demonstration?

Decision Three:

What will be ciscussed during the debriefing session?
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Table 3
An Illustration of the Demonstration Planninlz_Model

TYPE OF TRANSFER

INITIAL

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

TEACHING PROCESS:

PREACTIVE

INTERACTIVE

How to change a
reading skill into
a strategic reading process and
identify critical
features of process

How to change different
skills into processes
and their application
in reading texts

How to plan for
transfer of pro-

Teacher explicirness
of features of a
given reading pro-

Teacher explicitness
as transferred in teaching a variety of reading processes

Teacher explicitnass
as applied to different content areas

How to identify critical
aspects of pupil responses to determine if
processes were demonstrated and linked to
earlier learned process

How to decide which
pupil response daca
to use when transfering skills
taught in reading
to content areas

cess

POSTACTI.

How to use pupil
response information
to determine whether
or not lesson was
learned, to develop
independent practice
materials.

cesses to othei: than
reading texts

